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Prices
Our product prices reflect 
typical values as we go to 
press. We cannot guarantee 
these prices, though, and 
thoroughly recommend 
that you shop around. 

How we rate…
★  Don’t get your hopes up or your wallet out!
★★ Well, it works but really needs improvement 
★★★ Performs well, but you will find better
★★★★ Great performance and value for money
★★★★★ So good, even Andy would get his wallet out!

Our awards

Awarded to an excellent 
performer that offers 
great value for money

Awarded to an item that 
stands out as a top 
performer in its field

Andy King, Technical Editor
andy.king@mytimemedia.com

Well, I’m not one for lying around 
on beaches in scorching hot sun, so 
I’ve managed to shoehorn in a few 
days holiday into my hectic 
schedule with a trip to Edinburgh. 
Despite my Scottish ancestry it’s a 
place I’ve never been to, and it’s 
pretty impressive and some of the 
architecture is stunning!
And of course, it’s never really a 
holiday when you start looking and 
taking photos of all the old 
woodwork on show – I’m sure my 
wife would have rather been 
shopping…

New products, tools and tests

The excellent Trend skeleton hinge jig 
reviewed in GW281 is complimented 
well by this little device.

If you want to minimise the kit you need 
for fitting a door then using this simple but 
effective corner chisel will certainly help you 
along the way.

It’s a spring-loaded chisel that 
automatically positions itself when pushed 
up against the routed hinge recess and, once 
set, is given a sharp blow on the top to 
cleanly remove the radius-ed corner.

The chisel is made from high-speed steel 
for longevity and it can be removed for 
sharpening with a fine flat file, slip or 
diamond stone.

The chisel is secured to a solid metal block 
and is well engineered to eliminate any play 
in the chisel action as it slides up and down 
when struck, so the resulting cut is perfectly 
aligned and crisply made.

A handy little tool if you use hinge and lock 
jigs where the radius edges left need cleaning 
each time.

Price: £15.91
Web: www.trend-uk.com
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